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Abstract

evaluated different CAPT experiments in which the main second languages (L2) were English and Spanish. We also shed
light about how far we are with respect to the ideal CAPT scenario presented in the previous paragraph. Interested readers
can find the numerical and statistical results of the experimentation in the complete dissertation manuscript [5].

Recent advances on speech technologies (automatic speech
recognition, ASR, and text-to-speech, TTS, synthesis) have led
to their integration in computer-assisted pronunciation training
(CAPT) tools. However, pronunciation is an area of teaching
that has not been developed enough since there is scarce empirical evidence assessing the effectiveness of CAPT tools and
games that include ASR/TTS. In this manuscript, we summarize the findings presented in Cristian Tejedor-Garcı́a’s Ph.D.
Thesis (University of Valladolid, 2020). In particular, this dissertation addresses the design and validation of an innovative
CAPT system for smart devices for training second language
(L2) pronunciation at the segmental level with a specific set
of methodological choices, such as the inclusion of ASR/TTS
technologies with minimal pairs, learner’s native–foreign language connection, a training cycle of exposure–perception–
production, and individual/social approaches. The experimental
research conducted applying these methodological choices with
real users validates the efficiency of the CAPT prototypes developed for the four main experiments of this dissertation about
English and Spanish as L2. We were able to accurately measure
the relative pronunciation improvement of the individuals who
trained with them. Expert raters on phonetics’ subjective scores
and CAPT’s objective scores showed a strong correlation, being
useful in the future to be able to assess a large amount of data
and reducing human costs.
Index Terms: Computer-assisted pronunciation training
(CAPT), second language (L2) pronunciation, automatic speech
recognition (ASR), text-to-speech (TTS), autonomous learning, automatic assessment tools, learning environments, mobile
learning game, minimal pairs

1.1. Motivation
There are approximately 2.7 thousand million L2 speakers
worldwide [6] and e-learning is an attractive and emerging option as a complement for one-to-one tutoring and classroom
courses [7, 8]. Mobile learning applications and games are appearing for language learning for two reasons. First, they offer anytime, anywhere, and high intensity training [9]; and the
quality of automatic speech recognition (ASR) [10] and textto-speech (TTS) synthesis modules [11] that they include has
considerably been improved in the last decade. However, there
have been few attempts to empirically measure the effectiveness
of mobile CAPT tools with ASR and TTS systems [2].
The reasons why it is not easy to measure the effectiveness of CAPT tools are mainly five. First, the similarities and
differences of the native language (L1) and L2 must be taken
into account; the training activities should be adapted to each
learner; and the feedback provided could be insufficient or too
difficult to understand by the learners [12]. Also, the automatic measurement of the quality of learner’s pronunciation is
not trivial and the ASR/TTS modules selected must be tested
previously. Fourth, game elements and interaction with other
learners might deviate from the goal of pronunciation improvement or discourage learners [13]. Finally, although multidisciplinarity is in most cases an advantage, CAPT needs to deal with
some issues of communication between experts from different
areas since they focus on different aspects when evaluating [1].
Thus, the current challenge is to carefully design and adapt an
effective CAPT system with not only such speech technologies,
but also with a training methodology, a pronunciation improvement assessment, and a corrective feedback strategy, according
to learner’s L1 and L2.

1. Introduction
Computer-assisted pronunciation training (CAPT) tools are
ideal and attractive for language learning since they provide
learner autonomy and individualized and tireless instruction [1].
When these tools are well designed, it is expected to provide
learners with more pronunciation practice than in traditional
courses [2], real time and consistent feedback [3], and the automatic measurement of pronunciation quality [4].
In this manuscript, we present a summary of the main findings of the Ph.D. Thesis defended by Cristian Tejedor-Garcı́a
on the 30th of September, 2020 at University of Valladolid
(Spain), cum laude and internal mentions. We designed and

1.2. Research Objectives and Questions
The main objective of this thesis is to design and evaluate a
CAPT tool for smart devices which incorporates current ASR
and TTS technologies; helping learners to work autonomously,
at their own pace, and with the possibility of providing real-time
feedback. It is divided into four specific research objectives:
RO1. To analyze and define a set of activities, protocols,
and motivational elements for the improvement of L2 pronunciation with a CAPT system which integrates ASR and TTS
technologies.
RO2. To select the most appropriate metrics for the assessment of the learner’s pronunciation level.
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RO3. To design a semi-automatic method supervised by
experts for obtaining a specific set of minimal pairs adapted to
L2 pronunciation problems, according to the learner’s L1 and
to the limitations of the ASR and TTS technologies.
RO4. To select and design a CAPT system with current ASR and TTS technologies that provides an individualized
feedback to the learner for improving L2 pronunciation.
In order to carry out the experimental procedure, three research questions were identified to validate the research objectives, categorized by topics. The first topic was related to the
feasibility of current speech technology (ASR and TTS systems) integration in CAPT tools:
RQ1. Can current ASR and TTS systems be successfully
used in a non-obstructive way in the CAPT tool developed?
Issue 1.1. Can current ASR and TTS systems help to assess
different groups of learners according to their L2 pronunciation
level in the CAPT tool developed?
The second topic referred to the implications of the training methodology with CAPT tools in learner’s pronunciation
improvement:
RQ2. To what extent can methodologically sensitive design issues, such as the use of exercises based on minimal pairs
within the training activities cycle proposed in the CAPT tool
developed affect user’s pronunciation improvement?
Issue 2.1. Can a relative improvement in the learner’s pronunciation be assessed after using the CAPT tool?
Issue 2.2. If any, is there a relevant pronunciation improvement from a quantitative point of view?
Issue 2.3. Does the tool reveal what the real difficulties of
the users are (most difficult sounds/training activities)?
Finally, the last research question aimed at answering how
game elements and social approaches affect learner’s implication in pronunciation training with CAPT tools:
RQ3. To what extent can gamified versions of the tool affect user’s motivation, performance, and learning?

were shared and published in scientific journals and conferences
by means of articles, abstracts, show and tell demonstrations,
and presentations.

2. Experimental Procedure
Given the complexity of the task, it was prudent to address it in
an incremental and evolutive approach to facilitate that the results of each one of the experiments could be analyzed to change
and refine the design of the next one (see Figure 1).
The evolution of the prototypes was aligned with two main
focuses for the different methodologies followed to address the
L2 pronunciation training through four experiments and six prototypes1 . The first focus, Game (at the bottom of the figure),
proposed incorporating gamification elements and social strategies; whereas the second focus, Guided, followed an individual
approach with guided training instructions.
Experiment/Prototype(abbr.)

Kaldi
Guided Learning

Guided Learning

Guided Learning

English Vowels
(EVow)

Japañol
(JÑ)

Estoñol
(EÑ)
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+ gamification
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Non-guided Learning
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+ motivation

Competitive Learning
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(COP)

TipTopTalk!
(TTT)

2016

2017

2018

2019

Year

Figure 1: Evolution diagram of the experiments and prototypes.

2.1. Game-based Experiments
The first experiment was called Alpha, and the prototype developed was Minimal Pairs. It was a proof of concept, a starting point for checking the viability of including state-of-the-art
general–purpose ASR and TTS technologies (Google) in an L2
pronunciation training protocol with minimal pairs (two similar sounding words that differ in only one phonological element
and have distinct meanings); and their possible weaknesses and
limitations. We also wanted to find reliable metrics to assess
pronunciation tasks (see an example in Figure 2); and gather
opinions from the users of a focus group session for future experiments
The number of uses of the speech technologies, success
rates, and the position of the target word in the ASR hypotheses list (RO1), proved to be valid metrics (RO2) to relate the
performance results with minimal pairs activities (RO3) to the
proficiency level declared of each one of the participants of the
three different groups (RQ1): natives, non-natives advancedlevel learners, and non-natives beginner-level ones. The use of
TTS by non-natives was isolated and voluntary; though no significant improvements in success rates were obtained after its
use. Besides, some limitations in ASR technology were found,
as native learners did not successfully complete all production
activities. Finally, the opinions in the focus group session about
the tool suggested new activities, feedback techniques, and motivational elements to consider for future experiments.
After checking the viability of the application of commercial ASR/TTS speech technologies and minimal pairs for a
L2 pronunciation training protocol in the first experiment, we

1.3. Research Methodology
An experimental research [14] was conducted for the whole experimentation process to accomplish the objectives and give answers to the research questions proposed in this thesis, with a
multidisciplinary group of researchers and experts.
Five phases were followed in each experimental iteration.
First, the research problem was identified. The process started
by clearly identifying the problems that will be addressed during the research process, examining the existing solutions in the
state-of-the-art, and considering what possible methods will affect such solutions. Second, it was carefully planned and devised the experimental research study to test the research objectives and questions: (1) the participants were selected, that is,
target population, enrollment rules, sample size, and groups; (2)
different metrics were defined to measure the research variables
from the data results gathered from the instruments; (3) the
assessment protocol was defined, the research variables were
measured before, during, and after performing the training activities; and (4) a CAPT tool was developed for each experiment
of the thesis. Third, the experiment was conducted. At the beginning, the participants’ groups were established. Then, each
user performed the activities defined for her/his group in the
previous phase, and the experimental data related to the variables of the study was collected with specific instruments for
each experiment. Fourth, the data gathered was analyzed indicating the relevant indicators in order to corroborate whether
the experiment was successful. Finally, the most relevant results

1 The ongoing Estoñol prototype started at the end of this Ph.D. Thesis and is still active with the collaboration of the University of Tartu,
Estonia.
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Figure 2: Minimal Pairs prototype CAPT tool’s interface [15].

Figure 4: COP prototype’s conceptual view [17].

were three. First, results showed an intensive practice (RQ1,
RO1, RO2, RO3, RO4) supported by a significant quantity of
data gathered, activities, and game days (RQ3). The most active and motivated players achieved significant pronunciation
improvement results (RQ2). These outcomes were supported
by the answers to the questionnaires and focus groups.
2.2. Guided-based Experiments
The second focus of the experimentation started with the
Guided Learning experiment and English Vowels prototype.
Both the stagnation detected in the second prototype TipTopTalk! on the most proficient learners in production improvement and their interest on performing the easiest activities, motivated this new focus of research, more pedagogical, guided,
and individualized. The main objective was to train users’ pronunciation by guiding them through a CAPT tool with personalized and more accurate feedback, in a controlled training protocol based on user’s results and with a pre/post test strategy with
minimal pairs. We included an in-classroom group to measure
the proficiency improvement without a tool but with the same
training activities with a teacher. Finally, we also wanted to
measure the correlation between human ratings and ASR ones.
Then, we wanted to take a step further the English Vowels prototype, so we looked for alternatives to the general–
purpose Google ASR system to assess a greater quantity of utterances, developing an in–house ASR system with Kaldi to address the question of how these general and specific–purpose
ASR systems can deal with the assessment of minimal pairs in
the field of CAPT. As a consequence, we designed Japañol,
a CAPT tool for training Spanish pronunciation for Japanese
native learners. Figure 5 shows the main training steps in the
Japañol tool.
Results of both prototypes showed an intensive and effective practice (RQ1) that led to a significant improvement in pronunciation skills (RQ2). This improvement was higher in the
CAPT tool group (RO1, RO3). In addition, the feedback offered
in the training turned out to be effective (RO4), since those who
followed it obtained better results than those who did not. Also
we found strong correlations between the scores of the CAPT
tool, human raters’ scores, and ASR ones in the post-test (RO2).
Finally, the tailored Kaldi–based ASR developed for the Japañol
prototype showed that it can be as useful as a general–purpose
ASR for assessing minimal pairs in CAPT tools (RO4) opening
the possibility of designing a detailed study of pronunciation
errors and results for future projects.

Figure 3: TipTopTalk! prototype CAPT tool’s interfaces [16].

wanted to assess the possible pronunciation improvement after
training for a longer period of time. Following the recommendations of the users, we included more training activities in the
second experiment, Non-guided Learning: exposure, discrimination, and production tasks. We also included more gamification elements to motivate players to keep on playing. so
we designed an individual competition TipTopTalk! in which
learners played with the tool (see Figure 3), installed in their
own smart devices.
The activities of perception (with TTS) were the most
trained ones (RO1, RQ1), which led to a general improvement
in the ability of the players (RO2, RO3, RO4, RQ2). They
tended to train the easiest activities for achieving positive results. However, despite the introduction of gamification elements (RQ3) and the improvement in discrimination skills, a
production improvement stagnation and a loss of interest was
detected in the most proficient players. Finally, the answers to
questionnaires revealed good usability results and the requirement of new feedback techniques in future work.
The training approach in the previous experiments was individual in all cases. Participants performed different activities
with the tool without sharing tasks. At this point, we considered
the possibility of including not only game elements, but also
challenges between participants to improve their motivation and
performance, improving the results of participation registered in
the prototype, TipTopTalk! In order to do so, we designed a second version of the game, called COP, with common game rules
in which each player participated in challenges with others via
a mobile application (see Figure 4). In these challenges with
ASR, TTS and minimal pairs, the players achieved points, and
climbed up a leaderboard, while we gathered a large amount of
speech and behavior data. We wanted to measure the effects of
an intensive use of the game (high participation in challenges)
on the most active user’s motivation, performance, and learning
improvement.
The lessons learned of this last game-based prototype, COP,

3. Conclusions
The main contributions of this Ph.D. Thesis are the following.
First, we concluded that ASR and TTS technologies were ef-
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4. Scientific Contributions
The scientific impact of this Ph.D. Thesis was supported by
sixteen publications at the time of the dissertation presentation. In particular, game-based results of the Alpha experiment
have been partially published in [15]. Performance–related results of the TipTopTalk! prototype have been partially published in [16, 20, 21]; whereas results related to the gamification elements included in the CAPT tool have been published
in [22, 23]. Regarding the latest game-based prototype, COP,
the main results about performance, motivation, and pronunciation improvement have been published in [17] (Journal Citation
Reports, JCR Q1).
On the other hand, guided-based experimental results of the
English Vowels prototype have been partially published in [24]
(JCR Q2) and in [25, 26]. Results of pronunciation improvement and tool description of the Japañol prototype have been
partially published in [18, 27, 28]. Other contributions related
to this prototype have been partially published in [29, 19]. Also,
first results of the latest and ongoing project, Estoñol, have been
published in [30] (JCR Q2).
Finally, as a consequence of this work, we have attended
nine international conferences and workshops, registered one
software program (intellectual property), carried out two predoctoral research stays, obtained two predoctoral fellowships,
participated in three research projects, achieved three awards,
and developed six CAPT software applications.

Figure 5: Standard flow to complete a lesson in Japañol [18].

fectively incorporated in a non-obstructive way to the L2 CAPT
tools developed. Also, they proved to be a very useful didactic
instrument that can be used complementary with other forms of
second language acquisition.
Regarding training methodology, the versions of the tool
designed and validated, and the methodological choices that
they implemented, allowed us to measure the pronunciation
improvement of the individuals who trained with them. Also,
different corrective feedback techniques proved to be useful to
overcome the proposed training activities. Our automatic data
gathering method allowed us to provide specific feedback to
users instantly and to analyze all results at the end of the experiments. Moreover, the minimal pair lists were elaborated with a
novel semi-automatic protocol, taking into account learner’s L1
and L2 and the specific ASR and TTS technologies [19].
We reported on positive results from both subjective and
objective techniques for assessing pronunciation improvement
during and after using the tools. The CAPT values highly correlated (r > 0.8) to expert evaluation. Results reported from the
guided-based prototypes English Vowels and Japañol were very
promising since the students achieved significant pronunciation
improvement values (around one point on a ten-point grading
scale), being higher in those who worked with the tool. In the
COP prototype, the most active learners achieved the best pronunciation improvement and motivation results.
Finally, the game elements included in the tools proved capable of motivating learners to keep on playing on their own.
The COP challenges proved to be a positive motivational factor
since the most active learners made an intensive use of the game
and significantly improved their L2 pronunciation along time.
As main limitations of this work, we assume that a closer
comparative research between the activity and results of the
tools and those of human-led instruction, such as video-taping
or log monitoring might have helped us to obtain a more detailed knowledge on the possibilities of CAPT. However, our
goal was not comparing autonomous systems with human instruction, but assessing the range of improvement procured by
the use of the tools. Finally, although the focus of this thesis
has been pronunciation improvement at the segmental level, its
combination with the suprasegmental level and other focuses,
such as intelligibility or fluency, must be also considered for
acquiring a complete pronunciation competence.
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